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ABSTRACT

A method and an apparatus for imaging the nonlinear
components of an ultrasound Signal returned from ultra
Sound Scatterers in tissue or contrast agents in blood. The
method employs a code-modulated wavelet for transmission
combined with correlation filtering on reception. Coding
methods are used to Simultaneously manipulate the linear
and nonlinear terms. The manipulations affect the magnitude
and temporal arrangement of the resulting decoded wave
forms. Among the Simultaneous manipulations of linear and
harmonic decoded signals are: Orthogonal linear terms, finite
linear terms, minimum sidelobe with optimal peak harmonic
terms and optimally compressed harmonic terms.
33 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets
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or Small signal range. Any nonlinearity in the media should
cause a very rich form of harmonic generation, and not just
the Second harmonic variety. In the theory of nonlinear
circuits, the Signals are expressed as an infinite Sum of Signal
components. The first term in this Sum is the linear term and
the higher-order terms represent Signals whose spectra are

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
HARMONIC TISSUE IMAGING AND
CONTRAST IMAGING USING CODED
TRANSMISSION
RELATED PATENT APPLICATIONS

multiple convolutions (in frequency) of the original spec

This application is a continuation-in-part application of
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/138,636 filed on Aug. 24,
1998 and is a continuation-in-part application of U.S. patent
application Ser. No. 09/063,109 filed on Apr. 20, 1998.

trum. This means that much more Spectral energy than only
the Second harmonic is created. These extra spectral com
ponents can be all over the original band as well as out of the
band.

In certain instances ultrasound images may be improved
by Suppressing the fundamental and emphasizing the har

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention generally relates to ultrasound imaging of
the human anatomy for the purpose of medical diagnosis. In
particular, the invention relates to methods and apparatus for
imaging ultrasound echo components arising from nonlinear
propagation and Scattering in tissue or contrast agents in

monic (nonlinear) Signal components. If the transmitted
15

blood.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Conventional ultrasoundScanners create two-dimensional

B-mode images of tissue in which the brightness of a pixel
is based on the intensity of the echo return. Alternatively, in

a color flow imaging mode, the movement of fluid (e.g.,
blood) or tissue can be imaged. Measurement of blood flow

25

in the heart and vessels using the Doppler effect is well
known. The frequency shift of backScattered ultrasound
waves may be used to measure the Velocity of the backScat
terers from tissue or blood. The Doppler shift may be
displayed using different colors to represent Speed and
direction of flow. In power Doppler imaging, the power
contained in the returned Doppler Signal is displayed.
Conventional ultrasound transducers transmit a broad

band signal centered at a fundamental frequency fo, which
is applied Separately to each transducer element making up
the transmit aperture by a respective pulser. The pulsers are
activated with time delays that produce the desired focusing
of the transmit beam at a particular transmit focal position.
AS the transmit beam propagates through tissue, echoes are

35
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created when the ultrasound wave is scattered or reflected off

of the boundaries between regions of different density. The
transducer array is used to transduce these ultrasound echoes
into electrical Signals, which are processed to produce an
image of the tissue. These ultrasound images are formed

45

from a combination of fundamental (linear) and harmonic
(nonlinear) Signal components, the latter of which are gen

harmonic term.

erated in nonlinear media Such as tissue or a blood Stream

containing contrast agents. With Scattering of linear Signals,
the received signal is a time-shifted, amplitude-Scaled Ver
Sion of the transmitted Signal. This is not true for acoustic

50

returned from ultrasound Scatterers in tissue or contrast
55

Sion waves to shear waves, mode conversion to harmonic

motions, total internal reflection along boundaries

60

(exceeding Brusters angle), and simple refractive bending
of ray paths, plus other similar phenomena. In the nonlinear
category are a great many things. The generation of Second
harmonics by free bubbles is well documented, as indicated
above. Many components of the media should become
nonlinear as the wave intensity is increased to the point that
the molecular “spring constants' begin to exceed their linear

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is a method and an apparatus for
imaging the nonlinear components of an ultrasound Signal

media which Scatter nonlinear ultrasound waves.

The echoes from a high-level Signal transmission will
contain both linear and nonlinear Signal components. There
are a number of classical acoustic phenomena that are either
non-reciprocal or nonlinear. In the non-reciprocal category
are phenomena Such as: mode conversions from compres

center frequency is at fo, then tissue/contrast nonlinearities
will generate harmonics at ?o and Subharmonics at fo/k,
where k is an integer greater than or equal to 2. The term
“(sub)harmonic” will be used herein to refer to harmonic
and/or Sub-harmonic signal components. Imaging of har
monic Signals has been performed by transmitting a narrow
band signal at frequency Jo and receiving at a band centered
at frequency 2.?o (Second harmonic) followed by receive
Signal processing.
A nonlinear imaging System using phase inversion Sub
traction is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,632,277 to Chapman
et al. First and Second ultrasound pulses are transmitted into
the Specimen being imaged in Sequence and the resulting
receive signals are Summed. The first and Second pulses
differ in phase by 180°. If the ultrasound waves undergo
nonlinear propagation or nonlinear interaction with contrast
agents or other nonlinear Scattering media, then the returned
Signal will have both linear and nonlinear components.
Upon Summation, the linear components will cancel, leaving
only the nonlinear components to be imaged. U.S. Pat. No.
5,706,819 presents an almost identical method for canceling
the linear term while combining the nonlinear terms. In both
patents the context of the invention is to take a Single short
“pulse' and alter its polarity from the first transmission to
the Second transmission. The two Subsequent echoes are
added to form an image of the nonlinear media. Applying the
terminology used herein, these prior art operations may be
interpreted as applying an N=1 code (where N represents the
length of the code) to a single broadband “pulse”. Neither
patent considers the approach of creating an extended trans
mission by convolving wavelets (having certain desirable
spectral properties) with a code, and designing that code to
Simultaneously affect the decoded linear term and the (sub)

65

agents in blood. The method employs a code-modulated
wavelet for transmission combined with filtering and decod
ing on reception. AS used herein, the term “wavelet'
includes arbitrary analog signals not having discrete times
and amplitudes as well as pulse Sequences having discrete
times and amplitudes. The coding methods of the invention
are used to Simultaneously manipulate the linear and non
linear terms. The manipulations affect the magnitude and
temporal arrangement of the resulting decoded waveforms.
Among the Simultaneous manipulations of linear and har
monic decoded signals presented are: orthogonal linear
terms, finite linear terms, minimum sidelobe with optimal
peak harmonic terms and optimally compressed harmonic
terms. All these results are achieved with codes that use
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lengthy (typical length N=4) transmissions comprising con
volutions of a transmit code with Some band-limited wave
let.

The methods of the invention always produce extended
waveforms which are manipulated by means of coding to

produce pulse compression and code gain for (Sub)harmonic
Signal components, while Simultaneously nulling or signifi
cantly reducing the magnitude of the interfering linear Signal
term. In short, the codes simultaneously manipulate the

decoded linear and (Sub)harmonic echoes. Most importantly,
the (sub)harmonic decoded signals are made to “pulse
compress' in range resolution while at the same time
magnitude enhance, to improve both resolution and detec

tion.

Considering the use of codes for harmonic imaging, three
Strategies are used. The most desirable Strategy is to have the
linear term of the Signal cancel and the harmonic term
Spatially compress and increase its magnitude to the full gain
of the code. A Second Strategy achieves full Spatial com
pression and magnitude gain of the harmonic signal using
the code gain, but has Some residual linear component. A
third Strategy produces a cancellation of the linear
component, and has a harmonic term with Sidelobes, which
degrade Spatial resolution. The last Strategy also produces a
code gain that is equal to or less than the full code gain.
The method of the invention comprises the use of Special
codes to Simultaneously design the linear and harmonic
terms of a signaling Scheme. The linear and harmonic terms
can be manipulated individually to achieve Several desired
design objectives. Examples of design objectives are: to

15

Under the direction of master controller 20, the transmit

ter 14 drives transducer array 10 such that the ultrasonic
energy is transmitted as a directed focused beam. To accom
plish this, respective time delays are imparted to a multi
plicity of pulsers 24 by a transmit beam former 26. The
25

master controller 20 determines the conditions under which

the acoustic pulses will be transmitted. With this
information, the transmit beam former 26 will determine the

timing and the amplitudes of each of the transmit pulses to
be generated by pulsers 24. The amplitudes of each transmit

pulse are generated by an apodization generation circuit (not
shown). The pulsers 24 in turn Send the transmit pulses to
each of the elements 12 of the transducer array 10 via the
T/R Switches 18. By appropriately adjusting the transmit

reduce the interference from the linear term, to enhance the

detectability of the harmonic term and to improve the Spatial
resolution of the harmonic term. These design objectives
may be mixed in various ways to achieve System perfor

4
Sonic energy reflected back to transducer array 10 from the
object under Study is converted to an electrical Signal by
each receiving transducer element 12 and applied Separately
to a receiver 16 through a set of transmit/receive (T/R)
Switches 18. The T/R Switches 18 are typically diodes which
protect the receive electronics from the high Voltages gen
erated by the transmit electronics. The transmit signal causes
the diodes to shut off or limit the signal to the receiver.
Transmitter 14 and receiver 16 are operated under control of
a master controller 20 responsive to commands by a human
operator. A complete Scan is performed by acquiring a Series
of echoes in which transmitter 14 is gated ON momentarily
to energize each transducer element 12, and the Subsequent
echo Signals produced by each transducer element 12 are
applied to receiver 16. A channel may begin reception while
another channel is still transmitting. The receiver 16 com
bines the Separate echo Signals from each transducer element
to produce a single echo Signal which is used to produce a
line in an image on a display monitor 22.

focus time delays and the apodization weightings in a

35

CC.

conventional manner, an ultraSonic beam can be directed
and focused to form a transmit beam.

The method of the invention further comprises applying
codes to generate extended waveforms, the applied codes
having properties which reduce, or eliminate, the linear
decoded echo Signal and Simultaneously improve the range

40

resolution and detection magnitude of the (sub)harmonic

decoded echo Signals.
Furthermore, these signaling methods, besides providing
improved detection, make optimal use of the lifetime of free
gas bubbles that arise from breaking the shells of contrast
agents. Similarly, the enhanced magnitude of the harmonic
terms implies that improved detection is achieved for a
given quantity of contrast agent, allowing either improved

45

axial direction, known as "time gain compensation” (TGC),

measurement, or consistent measurement at a reduced con

trast dose compared to other methods.

The echo Signals produced by each burst of ultraSonic
energy reflect from objects located at Successive ranges
along each transmit beam. The echo Signals are Sensed
Separately by each transducer element 12 and a Sample of the
magnitude of the echo Signal at a particular point in time
represents the amount of reflection occurring at a specific
range. Due to the differences in the propagation paths
between a reflecting point and each transducer element 12,
the echo Signals will not be detected Simultaneously and
their amplitudes will not be equal. Gain adjustment in the

50

is carried out by increasing or decreasing gain as a function
of depth. Receiver 16 amplifies the Separate echo Signals via
a respective TGC amplifier 28 in each receive channel. The
amount of amplification provided by the TGC amplifiers is

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

controlled through a control line (not shown). The amplified

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an ultrasound imaging
System which can be programmed to incorporate the present

receiver channel of the receive beam former is connected to

invention.

echo signals are then fed to the receive beam former 30. Each
55

FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing an ultrasound imaging
System in accordance with the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

An ultraSonic imaging System which incorporates the
present invention is depicted in FIG. 1. The system com
prises a transducer array 10 consisting of a plurality of
Separately driven transducer elements 12, each of which
produces a burst of ultrasonic energy when energized by a
pulsed waveform produced by a transmitter 14. The ultra

a respective transducer element 12 by a respective TGC
amplifier 28.
Under the direction of master controller 20, the receive
beam former 30 tracks the direction of the transmitted beam,

60
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Sampling the echo Signals at a Succession of ranges along
each beam. The receive beam former 30 imparts the proper
time delays and receive apodization weightings to each
amplified echo Signal and Sums them to provide an echo
Signal which accurately indicates the total ultraSonic energy
reflected from a point located at a particular range along one
ultraSonic beam. The receive focus time delays are com
puted in real-time using specialized hardware or are read
from a look-up table. The receive channels also have cir

6,050.947
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S
cuitry for filtering the received pulses. The time-delayed
receive signals are then Summed.
In one conventional System, the frequency of the beam
former output is shifted to baseband by a demodulator 31.
One way of achieving this is to multiply the input signal by

Signal which accurately indicates the total ultraSonic energy
reflected from a particular transmit focal position. The
time-delayed receive signals are Summed in receive Summer
44 for each transmit firing.
The Summed receive Signals from Successive firings are
output to a correlation filter 46, which correlates the first
Summed receive Signal with the first receive code for the first
transmit firing and the Second Summed receive signal with
the Second receive code for the Second transmit firing. The
filtered signals derived from the first and Second transmit
firings focused at the same transmit focal position are

a complex sinusoidale', where f is the frequency shift

required to bring the Signal Spectrum to baseband. The
beamsummed and demodulated Signal is then output to a
Signal processor 32. The Signal processor 32 converts the
Summed receive signals to display data. In the B-mode

(gray-scale), this would be the envelope of the signal with

Some additional processing, Such as edge enhancement and
logarithmic compression. The Scan converter 34 receives the
display data from Signal processor 32 and converts the data
into the desired image for display. In particular, the Scan
converter 34 converts the acoustic image data from polar

Summed in vector Summer 50 and the Summed filtered

Signals are then demodulated and output to the Signal
15

processor.

25

In accordance with the preferred embodiment of the
invention, the correlation filter 46 comprises an FIR filter
having N filter taps for receiving a set of N filter coefficients
from a filter coefficient memory 48, where N is the number
of digits of the orthogonal code. For each transmit firing, the
filter coefficients co, c, . . . , c. have Scalar Values equal
to the respective digits of the respective receive code. The
filter coefficients, like the transmit and receive time delayS
and the transmit codes, can be Supplied by the master

coordinate (R-0) Sector format or Cartesian coordinate

linear array to appropriately Scaled Cartesian coordinate
display pixel data at the Video rate. This Scan-converted
acoustic data is then output for display on display monitor
22, which images the time-varying amplitude of the enve
lope of the B-mode Signal as a gray Scale. A respective Scan
line is displayed for each transmit beam.
In another conventional System, the RF signals are
Summed, equalized and envelope detected without interven
ing demodulation to baseband. To depict Such a System, it is
only necessary to remove block 31 from FIG. 1 and connect
the output of the receive beam former 30 to the input of the
Signal processor 32. It should be appreciated that the inven
tion can be employed in both RF and baseband systems.
FIG. 2 shows an ultrasound flow imaging System in
accordance with the present invention. In this System each
transducer element in the transmit aperture is pulsed using a
coded Sequence of a base wavelet, each pulse in the
Sequence being commonly referred to as a chip. The base
wavelet is phase encoded, using N-digit transmit codes, to
create N-chip coded wavelets which are Stored in transmit
Sequence memory 36. Each coded wavelet read out of
transmit Sequence memory 36 controls activation of a mul
tiplicity of bipolar pulsers 24" during a respective transmit
firing. For example, the transducer elements are pulsed in
accordance with a first coded wavelet during a first transmit
firing focused at a desired transmit focal position and in
accordance with a Second coded wavelet during a Second
transmit firing focused at the same transmit focal position.
The first and Second coded wavelets are generated by
respectively convolving first and Second transmit codes with
the base wavelet, i.e., by phase encoding the base wavelet
using the transmit codes.
The bipolar pulsers 24' drive the elements 12 of trans
ducer array 10 Such that the ultraSonic energy produced is
focused in a beam for each transmit firing. To accomplish
this, transmit focus time delays from memory 38 are
imparted to the respective pulsed waveforms output by the
pulsers. By appropriately adjusting the transmit focus time
delays in a conventional manner, the ultraSonic beams can be
focused at a multiplicity of transmit focal positions to effect
a Scan in an image plane.
For each transmit, the echo Signals from the transducer
elements 12 are fed to respective receive channels 40 of the
receive beam former. Each receive channel has an analog
to-digital converter. Under the direction of the master con

controller.

35

the display monitor (22 in FIG. 1).
40

45

50

55

memory 42 imparts the proper receive focus time delays to
the received echo Signal and Sums them to provide an echo

In accordance with the invention, a nonlinear Signal
component is imaged by isolating the nonlinear Signal
component from a pair of echo Signals derived from respec
tive coded transmit firings of a base waveform having a
fundamental frequency ?o convolved with first and Second
transmit codes respectively. In the first case, the linear Signal
component is canceled, and the harmonic signal component
is spatially compressed and undergoes an increase in mag
nitude to the full gain of the transmit code. In the Second
case, full Spatial compression and magnitude gain of the
harmonic Signal are achieved using the code gain, but with
Some residual linear component. The third case produces a
cancellation of the linear component, and has a harmonic
term with Sidelobes and a code gain that is equal to or leSS
than the full code gain.
In accordance with another preferred embodiment of the
invention, the nonlinear Signals are demodulated before
correlation filtering. The demodulator transforms the RF
Signals into their I/O components. In this case, each base
band component will preferably be filtered by respective
correlation filters. The correlation FIR filters can be imple
mented in Software or hardware. For the case when the

60

demodulator shifts by discrete frequencies f=k/2t, where
k is any positive integer and t, is the duration of the transmit
base waveform, the Sinusoidal becomes real and the same Set

troller (item 20 in FIG. 1), the receive beam former tracks the

direction of the transmitted beam. The receive beam former

Filter 46 outputs the filtered signals to vector Summer 50,
which Sums them to Substantially cancel the linear compo
nent. The vector Summed Signal is demodulated by demodu
lator 31. The demodulator outputs are Sent to the Signal
processor 32. In the B mode, Signal processing includes
envelope detection, edge enhancement and logarithmic com
pression. Following Signal processing and Scan conversion
of each vector of data, a respective Scan line is displayed on

65

of filter coefficients are input to both correlation filters for
the I and Q components, which thus form a real filter. In the
cases when ?izk/2t, the I and Q correlation filters receive
different sets of filter coefficients and thus form a complex
filter.

6,050.947
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The harmonics that are generated during nonlinear propa
gation in tissue can be approximated as a Taylor Series of
functions of the transmitted Signal g(t), as in this expression

Sion wavelet to produce the Signal used in the transmitter.
Similarly, any waveform in the system may be obtained by
convolving the appropriate wavelet with the appropriate
code time function.

for a received echo:

AS discussed above, the actual waveforms that are trans
mitted consist of the code vectors which have N elements.

(1)
k

Each of the elements is a complex value of unity magnitude
and Some phase. The code vectors represent a time function

k

consisting of unit impulse functions (Dirac delta functions),

The term in the Series that has the Strongest Second harmonic
Spectrum is the k=2 term. So one can analyze the perfor
mance of the harmonic imaging codes of the invention using
the relationship of the linear term, k=1, to the Square term,
k=2. Similarly, a Subharmonic term consists of k=/2.
In medical ultrasound imaging the transmitted Signal is
typically a wavelet of compact Support that is generated by
a transmitter, driven through the transducer, propagated in
the media and then filtered a Second time by the transducer
on reception. Since ultraSonic transducers function as band

15

matrix form as shown in Eq. (6) for the transmitted and
linear receive signals and in Eq. (7) for the harmonic receive

pass filters, the received wavelet S(t), with spectrum S(co), is
concentrated in a band which is centered on frequency (Do
(radians per Second), and may be expressed as a bandpass
Signal, consisting of a carrier multiplied by envelopes, S(t)
and S(t) as in:
S(t)=S(t) cos (coot)-S(t) sin (coot)

(2)

which are spaced apart in time by the code interval T and
whose phase is identical with the associated element of the
code vector. The actual signals can be constructed by
convolving the base wavelet with a code time function.
The conventional notation is that N is the length of the
code. AS note above, the transmissions give rise to both
linear and nonlinear echoes from the media. It is convenient
to use linear Superposition to Separate the code vectors a and
c from the wavelet, and represent the code operations in
Signal:

C
C

25

A

There is a well-known complex representation for bandpass

Signals, where the signal S(t) is related to its complex

(6)

d

a (x b
-=f
c (x d

t

A X b

(7)

X

envelope, as in:

s(t)=ReS(t)elo

t
X

C

--

d

=i

C x d

(3)

In Eq. (6), both the transmitted Signals and the linear

In this form, the signal S(t) is the real part of the complex

received echoes are represented by the code vectors a and c

envelope S/tilde multiplied by a complex carrier. The com

in the first matrix. These code vectors are convolved with the

plex envelope has a real part equal to S(t) and an imaginary
part equal to S(t).

Linear filtering and coding are represented by convolving

decode Vectors b and d, also of length N, in the Second
35

matrix. The results of the two convolutions are Summed to

form the final linear decode vector f, which is of length
2N-1. By using Superposition, the linear decoded signal
may be obtained by convolving the time function corre

waveforms. The convolution of two bandpass signals S(t)
and k(t) to produce r(t), is defined as:

sponding to vector f with the received signal wavelet S(t),

40

which is the base wavelet after various filtering by the
transducer, medium, beam former, etc.

In the same manner, reception of the nonlinear harmonic

The standard definition of convolution for the waveforms

echoes is represented in Eq. (7) by the vectors A and C.

S(t) and k(t), on the left of the expression, is known to be

related to the convolution of their complex envelopes by a

factor of /2 and the relationship in Eq. (3).

These are convolved with the same decode vectors as in the
45

Code vectors may be represented as complex time

functions, which consist of Dirac delta functions which are

Spaced apart in time by the code interval T. The magnitude
of each Successive delta function is equal to the Successive
element of the code vector. The time function for code vector

50

a is given as:

linear case, b and d. Again the results are Summed for the
receptions and the harmonic decode vector h is formed,
which is also of length 2N-1. As previously indicated, the
decoded harmonic Signal may be formed by convolving the
time function of vector h with the square term of the

received wavelet signal, S(t). The matrix form used in Eqs.
(6) and (7) can be easily expanded to more than two
transmissions by adding row vectors.

If one transmits code vectors a and c convolved with the

base wavelet, then the nonlinear or harmonic echo term can

55

In the Simplest embodiment the wavelet is a carrier wave
multiplied by Some envelope of finite duration, Such as a
rectangular function. In this case the complex envelope is a
rectangular function of time, which is pure real for a cosine
carrier or pure imaginary for a Sine carrier. Usually, the
duration of the envelope is made equal to Several half cycles
of the carrier. In general, the complex envelope represents
the wavelet.

Using this method of analysis, the time function of the
transmitted code may be convolved with the base transmis

be predicted. Using the signal Series given in Eq. (1), the

nonlinear Second harmonic Signal elements will be equal to
the Square of the transmitted code element times the Square
of the wavelet. The relationship of the codes between the
linear received echo and nonlinear received echo are given
60

S.

(8)

65

Here, the Signal vectors have complex-valued elements, of
unity magnitude. The Square implies that each code element

6,050.947
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within the vectors is individually Squared. Since, each code
element is a complex value of unity magnitude, the Squaring
process doubles the phase of the code element.

aoz" az' ...
cow: cwg"

If one transmits code vectors a and c convolved with the

X

base wavelet, then the nonlinear Subharmonic echo term can

boz'
biz' ...
(16)
dow'z' dw'z'
(foz' + fix +...+ fly-23 '')

also be predicted using the Signal Series of Eq. (1). The

nonlinear Subharmonic Signal elements will have carrier
phases that are the Square root of the transmitted wave. The
relationship of the codes between the linear received echo
and nonlinear received echo are given as:

The effect of the variable w is canceled completely during
the convolution. The effect of the variable Z is to rotate the
1O

(9)
15

Here, the Signal vectors have complex-valued elements, of
unity magnitude. The Square root implies that each code
element within the vectors is individually computed. Since
each code element is a complex value of unity magnitude,
the Square root process halves the phase of the code element.
Using this notation, a number of important transforma

resulting vector f, but the variable Z has no effect on the
magnitude of the elements off. These two transforms cannot
be applied Simultaneously to both the fundamental and the
harmonic because they operate jointly on the transmit and
decode matrices. However, they are important in methods of
Synthesis where they are applied to either the fundamental or
harmonic codes individually.
In accordance with the invention, there is a simple method
of Synthesizing arbitrary-length orthogonal codes by con
catenating Smaller-length orthogonal codes. Given an
orthogonal code denoted as:

tions can be defined. The first is mirror time-reversal of each

transmit code and receive decode, denoted by the SuperScript
r”, resulting in a mirror reversal of the vector's elements
about the center of the vector:

(17)
25

where each code Vector p, q, r and S are of length No, the
result vector f has complex elements, each of which is Zero.
Then, one may construct orthogonal complementary codes
of lengths that are multiples of No by the following concat

(10)
(11)

enation:
(18)

Time reversal of the order of transmission has no effect on
the results:

35

In this notation the Summations indicate concatenations of
(12)
(13)

40

the terms in parentheses. The final length is any integer
multiple of No. The elements of each of the signal vectors in
parentheses may be phase rotated by a complex unity
magnitude variable denoted by the Subscripted X and y
values.

Finally, there are a number of ways to phase rotate
elements of the transmit and receive matrices. The Simplest
is an independent rotation of the transmit matrix by X and the
receive decode matrix by y as given in:
C
C

so y - fy

(14)

t

15

t

d

soy-hey

It is easily Seen that, Since the Signals p, rare orthogonal
to the Signals q, S., then any combination of the values for

45

50

(15)

The values of y and X may be chosen to provide arbitrary
phase rotations. For a polyphase code of modulo M, there
are M possible phase rotations. Rotation by X in the linear

55

X and y in the expression of Eq. (18) will have a Zero result,
and the total will be zero.

In accordance with the invention, a method of Synthesis of
the linear transmitted Signal is developed using concatena
tion for the linear term while Simultaneously allowing free
variables for optimization of the harmonic term. The syn
thesis technique consists of concatenating orthogonal Sub
codes to produce the linear term codes for transmission, as

(k+(x +.

X

(19)

term causes a rotation by x in the harmonic term. Each of

the transformations in Eq.S. (10)-(15) can be applied simul

taneously to both the fundamental and the harmonic of a
paired set of codes. They will produce convolution results

60

which is in the form of the transmission code of Eq.(6). The

whose magnitudes are identical (with the exception of the
mirror reversal).

There are two additional transformations, using w and Z.
Each of the two variables are chosen to have unity magni
tude and a distinct phase of modulo M. The transformation
is given by:

corresponding Second harmonic code is:

(20)
65
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12
which may be produced by transformations. The transfor
mations of Eq.S. (10)-(15) may be applied directly to any
pair of code Solutions without altering the element magni
tudes of the decode vectors hand f. This makes it possible
to find equivalent code Sets that may be more convenient for

CC. I.--The Square notation of the Second harmonic receive vectors
implies element by element, and the decode matrix is
common to the linear and harmonic terms. Using the com
mutative property of convolution, the expression for the
Second harmonic decode he can be rewritten as:
p?
2

qY

or of Joy =
S

p?

mechanization.

The general method of the invention uses Subcodes which
the harmonic performance of these Subcodes is important to
the Sidelobes and peak values achieved in the harmonic

are orthogonal. Moreover, as shown in Eq.S. (22) and (23),

decode Vectors. This arises from the Subcode harmonic

(21)

Note that the SuperScript “r” denotes reversing the Sequence

correlation vector has being convolved with the design
The ideal Subcode is of length N=1 and modulo M=4, as
given in:

vector ha, as in Eqs. (22) and (23).

2
15

(24)

of the vectors to allow the use of the conventional definition

of the convolution operator. The form of Eq. (21) empha

sizes the individual relationships of the orthogonal Subcode

(25)

vectors p, r and q, s, and the two independent vectors x
and y.

The convolution in the first bracket of Eq. (21) produces
a pair of row vectors whose columns are Summed in
keeping with the coding concept of Eq. (6) to produce a
Single row vector. This row vector represents the Subcode
effect on the second harmonic. The convolution in the

(26)

25

The fundamental and second harmonic of the ideal Subcode

are shown in Eqs. (24) and (25) respectively. The funda

Second bracket represents the effect of VectorS X and y on the

Second harmonic. The last convolution in Eq. (21) is empha

mental is orthogonal and the Second harmonic Squares the
-1 in the transmission vector to result in a peak gain of 2.
For the Subharmonic the Square root of -1 is either j or -,

(22)

in the gain of the subcode. Of course, for length N=1 there

sized by:

as indicated in Eq. (26). Here, there is a reduction of -3dB
are no sidelobes.

The convolution of the Subcode Second harmonic vector,

35

has, and the x and y harmonic vectors, ha, determines the

resulting Second harmonic correlation vector h. Typically,
the subcode length is the shorter of the two, so that the length

of vector has is much shorter than ha. Therefore the latter

will dominate the Sidelobe Structure of the resulting vector,
h. Conversely, the peak and Sidelobes of the shorter has
will dominate the resolution and peak of hi. Generally, the
Subcode is Selected to produce a short, highly peaked has,
with the ideal being a single peak and no sidelobes.
An identical analysis for the Subharmonic Signal, pro
duces analogous relationships. Using the relationship of

linear term to Subharmonic term in Eq. (9), Eqs. (20)-(22)
can be rewritten for the Subharmonic case. The resulting
relationship for the Subharmonic decode vector hos, equiva
lent to Eq. (22), is:

(Co()

(xx'1.2 & y = hossc & hos = hos

40

For the optimization of the Second harmonic term decode

45

Square root of the vector x, on an element by element basis

50

The same concepts apply. The influence of the Subcode is
given in hoss, and the influence of the Selection of vectors

for use as the X vector. Since, the formation of the Square
root is a nonunique mathematical operation, there are mul
tiple transmit vector Solutions in the Synthesis.
For the optimization of the Subharmonic term decode

vector hos, the x' and y vectors are associated with the
elements of a code that is known to have a decode Vector
hos, with minimum sidelobes and maximum peak magni
tude. The convolution as in Eq. (23) with a suitable subcode

X and y is given in hos.

harmonic terms, there are a large number of equivalent pairs

tude. The convolution as in Eq. (22) with a suitable subcode

vector has results in a Second harmonic decode vector with
minimum sidelobes and maximum peak magnitude. The
linear term transmit code is then constructed by forming the

55

For a given Solution code pair for the linear and (Sub)

Subcode, as in the general method, using x and y vectors.

vector ha, the x and y vectors are associated with the
elements of a code that is known to have a decode Vector
ha, with minimum sidelobes and maximum peak magni

(23)

Since the selection of X and y have no effect on the linear
orthogonal properties of the code, then they are free Vari
ables. This general Synthesis method utilizes the design of
vectorS X and y to Simultaneously optimize the harmonic
correlation vector h. In general, the design objective is to
construct harmonic correlation vectors which have high
peak values and low Sidelobe values.

A special case of the general method combines the
Synthesis of orthogonal linear term codes with optimization
of the Second harmonic term decode Vector he for minimal
Sidelobes and a maximum magnitude peak. Similarly, the
method may be applied to the Sub-harmonic term decode
vector his to optimize for Sidelobe magnitude and peak
value. This method consists of concatenating an orthogonal

60

vector hoss, results in a Subharmonic decode vector with
minimum sidelobes and maximum peak magnitude. The
linear term transmit vector is constructed by forming the

square of the vector x' on an element by element basis.

AS for the general method, for a given Solution code pair

65

for the linear term and (sub)harmonic term in this case, there
are a large number of equivalent pairs which may be
produced by the transformations of Eqs. (10)-(15).
The special method will be demonstrated for the second

harmonic case. The vectors x and y vectors are associated

6,050.947
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Again, for a given Solution code pair for the linear and
(sub)harmonic terms, there are a large number of equivalent
pairs which may be produced by the transformations of Eqs.
(10)-(15).
AS an example, a well-known Golay code of length N=4
and M=2 is given by:

13
with the first and second row vectors of a well-known Frank

code of length N=4 and modulo M=4 given as:

1 11 11(X)|-1 111H-1 0 14 10-1-h.
(27)
The x vector is associated with the first row vector of Eq.
(27) and the y vector is associated with the second row

vector. The Subcode selected is the N=1 code. Applying the
Synthesis method, the resulting Second harmonic decode is
given by:

1 - ||

1 | 1 ||

202820 - 2 = i

- 2 = hl

|

1 1

1 -1 1 1

1 -1
1 1 -1

o

1

(30)
() () () 8 () () () = hy

(28)

We select the Subcode of N=1 and M=4, which produces the
The Synthesis of the linear term code is completed by taking
the Square root of the transmit vector of the Frank code in

Second harmonic code in:
15

Eq. (27), which permits values of plus or minus one.

-1
-1

Consequently, the elements of the linear term transmit code,
when convolved with the Subcode, may take on either
positive or negative sign, as in:
1

-1

1

-1

1

-1

-1 1 -1 1 -1 1

i -i

,

25

This is indicated in Eq. (29) by the two column vectors
separated by commas. There are 2'-16 equivalent Solutions
for the linear transmit matrix in Eq. (29). The decode

1 1 -1

0 1 4 1
0 1 4 1
O -1 4 - 1
O -1 4 - 1

1

0 -1
0 -1
0 1
0 1

= 0 () () 16 () () () = hl

first two rows of the transmit and decode matrices reveals

that they are exact copies of the first rows of the Golay code

in Eq. (30). Similarly, the third and forth rows for the two
matrices are copies of the Second rows of the Golay code.

35

These represent x and y being associated with the Golay

code's two independent transmits and decodes.
The code for the linear term that is associated with this

nal Subcode, as in the general method, and using x and y

Second harmonic is given as:
40

i 1 1 1
-j - 1 - 1 - 1

1 1
1 1

-1 - j -1 -1

1 1 -1

1

the x and y vectors are set equal to the first row vectors of
45

fourth transmissions the X and y vectors are set equal to the

Second row vectors of the transmit matrix and of the decode
50

by forming the Square root of the two X vectors on an

1 -1
1 -1

(32)

1° 1 1 - 1
1

i 1 + i 2+ i 3 - i 1 0 - 1
-i -1 - i -2 - i -3 + i - 1 0 1

1 1+j

i

-1 -1 - i

-i

3-j i 0 1 |

-3 + i - i O - 1

() () () () () () () = f

Inspecting the decoding matrices shows that they are both

element by element basis. Since the operation of taking the
Square root has nonunique Solutions, there are multiple
Solutions for the linear term transmit vectors.

(31)

harmonic decode his shown to be a perfect compression
with Zero Sidelobes and a peak equal to 4N. Inspection of the

and maximum sidelobes of 2. For this case this, where N=4,

matrix respectively of the complementary code. The result
ing four transmit codes will exhibit the desired linear term
orthogonality and the Second harmonic will be optimally
compressed. The linear term transmit matrix is constructed

-1
-1

The first matrix consists of the four transmissions, while the

terms. The linear term produces an orthogonal result, while
the harmonic term produces a result with a peak level of 2N

the transmit matrix and of the decode matrix respectively of
the complementary code. Subsequently, for the third and

1
1

Second matrix consists of the four decodes. The final Second

matrices are the same for the Second harmonic and linear

vectors that are known to be components of a code that
produces Zero Sidelobes and maximal peak magnitude. Such
codes are known as complementary codes and require two
transmissions. Consequently, this method of Synthesis
requires four transmissions. For the first two transmissions

1 1
1 1

-1 1 1
-1
-1
1
1

-

the peak-to-sidelobe ratio is 12 dB.
Another special case of the general method combines the
Synthesis of orthogonal linear term codes with Zero Sidelobe
and maximum magnitude of the Second harmonic decode
vectors. This method consists of concatenating an orthogo

1 1
1 1

1 - 1 1 || 1 1 - 1 1 |
1

(29)

-1 1 1 1

||

1
1

equal, as required. The transmission matrix of Eq. (32)
55

consists of two concatenated codes, one for the first and

This Special method of code Synthesis can also be applied
to Subharmonic term optimization. The Synthesis proceeds

Second rows and the other for the third and fourth rows. The
concatenated code of the first two rows uses the N=1

by applying the vectors x' and y to the complementary

Subcode and the term-by-term square root of the first row of

code. The rest of the Synthesis proceeds as in the Second

the Golay code in Eq. (30). Similarly, the third and fourth

harmonic case, resulting in the convolution of an ideal hos,

vector with the Subcode vector hoss. The linear term
transmission matrix is constructed by forming the Square of
the appropriate harmonic first matrix. For a N=1 Subcode,
the result will produce a nulled linear term decode and a
Subharmonic decoded term having Zero Sidelobes and a
central peak reduced in magnitude 3 dB, in accord with Eq.
(26).

60

rows are the concatenated code using the Second row of the
Golay code. The polarity reversal between rows 1 and 2 and
rows 3 and 4 derives from the Subcode. Careful inspection

of the third matrix of Eq. (32) shows that the first two rows
65

and the last two rows independently Sum to Zero, as
expected.
The synthesis method permits that the linear term transmit
matrix has more than this one solution. The first two row

6,050.947
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vectors taken together may be altered in Sign for each
successive pair of elements. Similarly, the third and forth

-continued
1 i

row vectors may be similarly altered. This permits 2'

- ||

equivalent Solutions for the linear term transmission matrix.
A general method in accordance with one preferred
embodiment of the invention consists of constructing a
complementary code for the harmonic row vectors Aband

1

Cd in Eq. (7). This establishes an optimal compression and
maximum gain for the (sub)harmonic decode. The linear
term transmit code is determined, element by element, as the
Square root of the Second harmonic transmit code or the
Square of the Subharmonic transmit code. The linear term

1

1

i

1 0.7+ 0.7i

(x)

1

=hose = 0 1 - i. 1 + i)

1 -1

|

1

i

|

decode matrix is identical with the (sub)harmonic decode

matrix. The linear term decode vector f is optimized for
minimum magnitude by the Selection of the complementary
code and its corresponding linear term transmit code. The
Selection of these two codes is performed by computer
algorithm Searching for the Selection that provides minimum
f vector element magnitudes. The number of possible Solu
tions for computer Search is enhanced by Several key factors.
Firstly, there are a fixed number of complementary code
kernels, with the Sets of unique code Set Solutions defined by

1

1

1

i

(x)

= f=0

- his =(0 3 + j - 1 + i)

(38)

(39)

(40)

i

l

X

1 -i

"

f=0

1

41
(41)

-i

(42)

- i.

(43)

1 |-hsc = (0 3 -i - 1 - i)

1 - ||
1 -0.7+ 0.7i

Ii f

-1 1
hoss = (0, 0.293 + 1.293i -0.293 + 0.707 i)
1 -1

15

1

(37)

l

-1 1

hoss = (O 1.7- 0.7i 0.3 + 0.7i )

the transformations in Eqs. (10)-(15). Secondly, for second
harmonic code Synthesis there are multiple Solutions for the
linear term transmit matrix, which affords extra possibilities.

25

Thirdly, the transformations of Eq. (16) may be applied to
the (Sub)harmonic transmit and decode matrices to further
expand the possible Solutions.
An example is given, using a Golay complementary code
for the Second harmonic code, as in:
1 1

1

-1

-1

1

1 1

1 1 - 1 || 1 - 1 1 - to () () 8 () () () = hl

be adjusted by applying the transformations of Eq. (16) to
the Subcode kernels before computing the two harmonic

(33)
35

where the Second matrix is the decode matrix used in the

linear term and the harmonic receive matrix is the Square of
the linear term transmit matrix. This complementary code
produces Zero Sidelobes and a maximum peak magnitude of
2N. During a computer Search for an optimal linear decode,

40

45

linear term code to be:
-1

o,

1

1 1

=

(34)
50

0 0 1 - j () () () - 1 + i) = f
This linear term decode Vector f has two non-Zero elements

whose magnitudes are 15 dB below the magnitude of the
Second harmonic peak. Such a linear component can be

55

further reduced, relative to the (sub)harmonic terms, by
filtering.
For subcode length of N=2 and modulo M=4, the follow
ing kernels have been discovered:
-1

o,

1 18-1 1 |- his

Codes Synthesized in accordance with the foregoing
method are respectively input into the transmit Sequence
memory and the decode filter coefficient memory of an
ultrasound imaging System. The codes are designed to
minimizing the linear component and optimally compress

the (Sub)harmonic component in the receive signals.

nities. Also, the Square root of the harmonic receive code
For this example, the computer determined that the optimal

decodes. However, Since the harmonic decode performance
is only relevant with regard to the orthogonal linear term,
improving the magnitude of the harmonic decodes is leSS

Significant than improving the resolution (duration).

the code set of Eq. (33) may be manipulated by the two
transformations in Eq. (16) to expand the Search opportu

permits 2' possible linear transmit matrices to search over.

These kernels are unique in that they are not constructed by
concatenation of length N=1 Subcodes. Each Subcode is
orthogonal in the linear term, and achieves a finite Second
harmonic decode has, as well as a finite Subharmonic
decode hoss. All the codes produce a finite correlation of
duration 2. The Second and third codes provide the greatest
peak magnitudes for the Second harmonic decode, and the
best peak to Sidelobe ratio. The various harmonic results can

60

= 1 =0

(35)

= (0 2 2)

(36) 65

These Synthesized codes are especially useful in contrast
imaging, i.e., the imaging of harmonics returned from con
trast agents injected into body fluid. Contrast agents have the
unique property that they not only produce reflected Signals
at the frequency of the transmitted ultrasound pulses, but
they also produce reflected Signals at a harmonic or Subhar
monic of the transmit frequency. Contrast agents are intro
duced into the body with the intent of imaging those areas
where the agents have reached. Therefore, they are useful in
Studying flow and perfusion.
In accordance with one preferred embodiment of the
invention, the ultrasound transducer array is controlled to
transmit a beam formed by ultrasound pulses having a
transmit center frequency and focused at a desired Sample
Volume containing contrast agents. In the receive mode, the
echoes are formed into a beamsummed receive signal, which
undergoes correlation filtering to extract a signal component
centered at a multiple or Submultiple of the transmit center
frequency. This process is repeated for each Sample Volume
in each one of a multiplicity of Scan planes which intersect
the region of interest in the object volume. After forming the

desired (Sub)harmonic signals, the ultrasound Scanner pro
cesses the (sub)harmonic Signals to acquire B-mode, Veloc
ity or power data.

6,050.947
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The foregoing preferred embodiments have been dis
closed for the purpose of illustration. Variations and modi
fications of the concept of the invention will be readily
apparent to perSons skilled in the art. Although the preferred
embodiments contemplate mechanizing the codes in the

5. A System for nonlinear imaging of ultrasound
Scatterers, comprising:
an ultrasound transducer array comprising a multiplicity
of transducer elements,
5

most efficient manner, it is conceivable to transmit coded

a Set of Selected transducer elements which form a

Signals and decode the resulting receive signals in a leSS
efficient manner. For example, the transmission of a transmit
code can be spread out over two or more firings provided
that the decoded signal corresponding to that transmit code
is reconstituted from the respective receive Signals from
those firings. All Such variations and modifications are
intended to be encompassed by the claims Set forth herein
after.
What is claimed is:

1. A System for transmitting and receiving Signals, com
prising:
a signal transmitter for transmitting a first coded wavelet
having a bandwidth centered at a fundamental fre
quency during a first transmission and a Second coded
wavelet having a bandwidth centered at Said funda
mental frequency during a Second transmission, Said
first coded wavelet being derived by coding a base
wavelet with a first transmit code of length N>1 and
Said Second coded wavelet being derived by coding
Said base wavelet with a Second transmit code of length
N, Said first and Second transmit codes forming a code

15
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matrix;

fundamental frequency and a (sub)harmonic frequency
thereof;

decode matrix; and

35
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that said decoded signal has a (sub)harmonic signal

45

50

a (sub)harmonic decoded signal component which is Spa

tially compressed and increased in magnitude to the full gain
of the code with substantially no sidelobes.
3. The System as recited in claim 1, wherein Said code and
decode matrices are designed to produce at the output of Said
filter a residual linear decoded signal component and a

55
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a (sub)harmonic decoded signal component which is Spa

tially compressed and increased in magnitude to less than
the full gain of the code with substantially reduced side
lobes.

component with improved range resolution and detec
tion magnitude as compared to the case when transmit
codes of length N=1 and So that Said decoded signal has
Substantially no linear Signal component.
6. A System for transmitting and receiving Signals, com
prising:
a signal transmitter for transmitting first through fourth
coded wavelets each having a bandwidth centered at a
fundamental frequency during first through fourth
transmissions respectively, Said first through fourth
coded wavelets being derived by coding a base wavelet
with respective first through fourth transmit codes of
length N>1, said first through fourth transmit codes
forming a code matrix;
a signal receiver for receiving first through fourth receive
Signals Subsequent to Said first through fourth trans
missions respectively, each of Said first through fourth
receive Signals having a bandwidth which encompasses

Said fundamental frequency and a (sub)harmonic fre

(Sub)harmonic decoded signal component which is spatially

compressed and increased in magnitude to the full gain of
the code with substantially no sidelobes.
4. The System as recited in claim 1, wherein Said code and
decode matrices are designed to produce at the output of Said
filter Substantially no linear decoded signal component and

harmonic frequency thereof
a filter for correlating Said first beamsummed receive
signal with a first receive code of length N to form a
first filtered signal and correlating Said Second beam
Summed receive signal with a Second receive code of
length N to form a Second filtered Signal, Said first and
Second receive codes forming a decode matrix;
means for vector Summing Said first and Second filtered
Signals to produce a decoded signal;
a processor programmed to form an image Signal from
Said decoded signal; and
means for displaying an image which is a function of Said
image Signal,
wherein Said code and decode matrices are designed So

that said decoded signal has a (sub)harmonic signal

means for vector Summing Said first and Second filtered
Signals to produce a decoded signal,
wherein Said code and decode matrices are designed So
component with improved range resolution and detec
tion magnitude as compared to the case when transmit
codes of length N=1 and So that Said decoded signal has
Substantially no linear Signal component.
2. The System as recited in claim 1, wherein Said code and
decode matrices are designed to produce at the output of Said
filter Substantially no linear decoded signal component and

transmit aperture with a first coded wavelet having a
bandwidth centered at a fundamental frequency during
a first transmission and a Second coded wavelet having
a bandwidth centered at Said fundamental frequency
during a Second transmission, Said first coded wavelet
being derived by coding a base wavelet with a first
transmit code of length N>1 and Said Second coded
wavelet being derived by coding said base wavelet with
a Second transmit code of length N, Said first and
Second transmit codes forming a code matrix;
acquisition means coupled to Said transducer array for
acquiring first and Second beamsummed receive signals
Subsequent to Said first and Second transmit firings
respectively, each of Said first and Second beam
Summed receive signals having a bandwidth which

encompasses said fundamental frequency and a (sub)

a signal receiver for receiving first and Second receive
Signals Subsequent to Said first and Second transmis
Sions respectively, each of Said first and Second receive
Signals having a bandwidth which encompasses Said
a filter for correlating Said first receive signal with a first
receive code of length N to form a first filtered signal
and correlating Said Second receive signal with a Sec
ond receive code of length N to form a second filtered
Signal, Said first and Second receive codes forming a

a transmitter coupled to Said transducer array for pulsing

65

quency thereof;
a filter for correlating Said first through fourth receive
Signals with respective first through fourth receive
codes of length N to form first through fourth filtered
Signals respectively, Said first through fourth receive
codes forming a decode matrix; and
means for vector Summing Said first through fourth fil
tered Signals to produce a decoded signal,
wherein Said code and decode matrices are designed So
that Said decoded signal has Substantially no linear

6,050.947
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Signal component and has an optimally compressed

filtered signals, respectively, Said first and Second
receive codes forming a decode matrix;

(sub)harmonic signal component.
7. A System for nonlinear imaging of ultrasound
Scatterers, comprising:
an ultrasound transducer array comprising a multiplicity

5

and

of transducer elements,

(f) displaying an image which is a function of Said

a transmitter coupled to Said transducer array for pulsing

image Signal on Said display monitor,
wherein Said code and decode matrices are designed So

a Set of Selected transducer elements which form a

transmit aperture with first through fourth coded wave
lets each having a bandwidth centered at a fundamental
frequency during first through fourth transmit firings
respectively, said first through fourth coded wavelets
being derived by coding a base wavelet with respective
first through fourth transmit codes of length N>1, said
first through fourth transmit codes forming a code

that said decoded signal has a (sub)harmonic signal

15

matrix;

a display monitor for displaying an image which is a
function of an image Signal;
a computer programmed to perform the following Steps:

(a) driving a first set of transducer elements forming a

(sub)harmonic frequency thereof;

(sub)harmonic signal component.

8. A System for imaging ultrasoundScatterers, comprising:
an ultrasound transducer array comprising a multiplicity

25
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frequency and a (sub)harmonic frequency thereof;
(c) correlating said first and Second beamsummed

receive signals with respective first and Second
receive codes of length N to form first and second

quency thereof;

(c) correlating said first through fourth beamsummed

receive signals with respective first through fourth
receive codes of length N to form first through fourth
filtered Signals, respectively, Said first through fourth
receive codes forming a decode matrix;

(d) vector Summing said first through fourth filtered
Signals to produce a decoded signal;

(e) forming an image Signal from Said decoded signal;
and
50

55

(b) beam forming the echo Signals detected by a second
Set of transducer elements forming a receive aperture
in the transducer array to acquire first and Second
beamsummed receive signals Subsequent to Said first
and Second transmit firings respectively, each of Said
first and Second beamsummed receive Signals having
a bandwidth which encompasses Said fundamental

Set of transducer elements forming a receive aperture
in the transducer array to acquire first through fourth
beamsummed receive signals Subsequent to Said first
through fourth transmit firings respectively, each of
Said first through fourth beamsummed receive Sig
nals having a bandwidth which encompasses Said

fundamental frequency and a (sub)harmonic fre

40

(a) driving a first set of transducer elements forming a
transmit aperture in a transducer array with first and
Second coded wavelets each having a bandwidth
centered at a fundamental frequency during respec
tive first and Second transmit firings focused at a
transmit focal position, Said first and Second coded
wavelets being derived by coding a base wavelet
with respective first and Second transmit codes of
length N>1, Said first and Second transmit codes
forming a code matrix;

transmit aperture in a transducer array with first
through fourth coded wavelets each having a band
width centered at a fundamental frequency during
respective first through fourth transmit firings
focused at a transmit focal position, Said first through
fourth coded wavelets being derived by coding a
base wavelet with respective first through fourth
transmit codes of length N>1, Said first through
fourth transmit codes forming a code matrix;

(b) beam forming the echo Signals detected by a second

of transducer elements,

a display monitor for displaying an image which is a
function of an image Signal;
a computer programmed to perform the following Steps:

component with improved range resolution and detec
tion magnitude as compared to the case when transmit
codes of length N=1 and So that Said decoded signal has
Substantially no linear Signal component.
9. A System for imaging ultrasoundScatterers, comprising:
an ultrasound transducer array comprising a multiplicity
of transducer elements,

acquisition means coupled to Said transducer array for
acquiring first through fourth beamsummed receive
Signals Subsequent to Said first through fourth transmit
firings respectively, each of Said first through fourth
beamsummed receive signals having a bandwidth
which encompasses Said fundamental frequency and a
a filter for correlating Said first through fourth receive
Signals with respective first through fourth receive
codes of length N to form first through fourth filtered
Signals respectively, said first through fourth receive
codes forming a decode matrix;
means for vector Summing Said first through fourth fil
tered Signals to produce a decoded signal,
a processor programmed to form an image Signal from
Said decoded Signal; and
means for displaying an image which is a function of Said
image Signal,
wherein Said code and decode matrices are designed So
that Said decoded signal has Substantially no linear
Signal component and has an optimally compressed

(d) vector Summing Said first and Second filtered signals
to produce a decoded Signal;
(e) forming an image Signal from Said decoded signal;
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(f) displaying an image which is a function of Said

image Signal on Said display monitor,
wherein Said code and decode matrices are designed So
that Said decoded signal has Substantially no linear
Signal component and has an optimally compressed

(sub)harmonic signal component.

10. A transmission and reception System comprising:
memory for Storing a plurality of coded transmit
Sequences from respective convolutions of a base
Sequence with respective transmit codes of length N>1
of a code matrix and a plurality of Sets of decode filter
coefficients from respective receive codes of length N
of a decode matrix;
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a transmitter for transmitting respective coded wavelets
generated from Said respective coded transmit
Sequences, Said coded wavelets being centered at a
fundamental frequency and being transmitted in Suc
cessive respective transmissions,
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a receiver for receiving respective receive signals derived
from the respective transmitted coded wavelets after
their propagation through a Scattering medium;
a filter for filtering the respective received signals using
Said respective decode filter coefficient Sets to form
respective filtered signals, and
a vector Summer for vector Summing Said filtered signals
to form a decoded Signal,
wherein Said code and decode matrices are designed So
that said decoded signal has a (sub)harmonic signal
component with improved range resolution and detec
tion magnitude as compared to the case when transmit
codes of length N=1 and So that Said decoded signal has
Substantially no linear Signal component.
11. The system as recited in claim 10, wherein said code
and decode matrices are derivable by the following Steps:
Selecting first and Second orthogonal Subcodes;
Selecting a vector X and a vectory having the property
that convolution of Said vector X and Said vector y
produces a vector has having minimum sidelobes and
maximum peak magnitude;
Squaring Said first orthogonal Subcode on an element by
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Squaring Said first orthogonal Subcode on an element by
element basis,

concatenating Said Squared first Orthogonal Subcode with
Said first complementary transmit code row vector to
form first and Second row vectors of a harmonic receive

code matrix;

concatenating Said Squared first Orthogonal Subcode with
Said Second complementary transmit code row vector to
form third and fourth row vectors of Said harmonic

receive code matrix;

concatenating Said Second orthogonal Subcode with Said
first complementary decode row vector to form first and
Second decode row vectors of Said decode matrix;
15

and fourth decode row vectors of Said decode matrix;

convolving Said harmonic receive code matrix with Said
decode matrix to form a harmonic correlation vector;
and

element basis,

concatenating Said Squared first Orthogonal Subcode with

said vector x to form a harmonic term code vector;
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concatenating Said Second orthogonal Subcode with Said
vectory to form Said decode matrix;
convolving Said harmonic term code matrix with Said
decode matrix to form a harmonic correlation vector;
and

if Said harmonic correlation vector Satisfies a design
requirement, constructing Said code matrix by deter
element basis for use as a vector X and concatenating
Said first orthogonal Subcode with Said ector X.
12. The system as recited in claim 10, wherein said code
and decode matrices are derivable by the following Steps:
Selecting first and Second orthogonal Subcodes;
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Selecting a vector X and a vectory having the property
that convolution of said vector X and Said vectory

40

produces a vector hos, having minimum sidelobes and
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receive code matrix;
50

Subharmonic receive code matrix;

tor, and
55

concatenating Said Second orthogonal Subcode with Said
first complementary decode row vector to form first and
Second decode row vectors of Said decode matrix;

concatenating Said Second orthogonal Subcode with Said
Second complementary decode row vector to form third

said vector x' on an element by element basis for use

as a vector X and concatenating Said first orthogonal

and fourth decode row vectors of Said decode matrix;

Subcode with said vector X.

13. The system as recited in claim 10, wherein said code
and decode matrices are derivable by the following Steps:
Selecting first and Second orthogonal Subcodes;
Selecting a complementary code that produces Zero Side
lobes and maximal peak magnitude, Said complemen
tary code comprising first and Second complementary
transmit code row vectors and first and Second comple
mentary decode row vectors,

concatenating Said Square rooted first orthogonal Subcode
with Said Second complementary transmit code row
vector to form third and fourth row vectors of Said

decode matrix to form a Subharmonic correlation vec

if Said Subharmonic correlation vector Satisfies a design
requirement, constructing Said code matrix by Squaring

14. The system as recited in claim 10, wherein said code
and decode matrices are derivable by the following Steps:
Selecting first and Second orthogonal Subcodes;
Selecting a complementary code that produces Zero Side
lobes and maximal peak magnitude, Said complemen
tary code comprising first and Second complementary
transmit code row vectors and first and Second comple
mentary decode row vectors,
Square rooting Said first orthogonal Subcode on an element
by element basis,
concatenating Said Square rooted first orthogonal Subcode
with Said first complementary transmit code row vector
to form first and Second row vectors of a Subharmonic

code with said vector x' to form a Subharmonic term
code Vector;

concatenating Said Second orthogonal Subcode with Said
vectory to form Said decode matrix;
convolving Said Subharmonic term code matrix with Said

if Said harmonic correlation vector Satisfies a design
requirement, constructing first and Second row vectors
of Said code matrix by determining a Square root of Said
first and Second row vectors respectively of Said har
monic receive code matrix on an element by element
basis for use as a first vector X and concatenating Said
first orthogonal Subcode with Said first vector X, and
constructing third and fourth row vectors of Said code
matrix by determining a Square root of third and fourth
row vectors respectively of Said harmonic receive code
matrix on an element by element basis for use as a
Second vector X and concatenating Said first orthogonal
Subcode with Said Second vector X.

mining a square root of said vector x on an element by

maximum peak magnitude;
determining the Square root of Said first orthogonal Sub
code on an element by element basis,
concatenating Said Squared rooted first Orthogonal Sub

concatenating Said Second orthogonal Subcode with Said
Second complementary decode row vector to form third
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convolving Said Subharmonic receive code matrix with
Said decode matrix to form a Subharmonic correlation

Vector; and
65

if Said Subharmonic correlation vector Satisfies a design
requirement, constructing first and Second row vectors
of Said code matrix by Squaring Said first and Second
row vectors respectively of Said harmonic receive code
matrix on an element by element basis for use as a first
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tary code comprising first and Second complementary
transmit code row vectors and first and Second comple
mentary decode row vectors,
Squaring Said first complementary transmit code row
Vector on an element by element basis,
concatenating Said first orthogonal Subcode with the
Square of Said first complementary transmit code row
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vector X and concatenating Said first Orthogonal Sub
code with Said first vector X, and constructing third and
fourth row vectors of Said code matrix by Squaring Said
third and fourth row vectors respectively of said har
monic receive code matrix on an element by element
basis for use as a Second vector X and concatenating
Said first orthogonal Subcode with Said Second vector X.
15. The system as recited in claim 10, wherein said code
and decode matrices are derivable by the following Steps:
Selecting first and Second orthogonal Subcodes;
Selecting a code that produces minimum sidelobes and
maximum peak magnitude, Said code comprising a

Vector to form first and Second row vectors of Said code

matrix;

Squaring Said Second complementary transmit code row
Vector on an element by element basis,
concatenating Said first orthogonal Subcode with the
Square of Said Second complementary transmit code

transmit vector and a decode vector;

Square rooting Said transmit vector on an element by
element basis,
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concatenating Said first Orthogonal Subcode with the
Square root of Said transmit vector to form Said code

concatenating Said Second orthogonal Subcode with Said
first complementary decode row vector to form first and

matrix; and

Second decode row vectors of Said decode matrix, and

concatenating Said Second orthogonal Subcode with Said

concatenating Said Second orthogonal Subcode with Said
Second complementary decode row vector to form third

decode vector to form said decode matrix.

16. The system as recited in claim 10, wherein said code
and decode matrices are derivable by the following Steps:
Selecting first and Second orthogonal Subcodes;
Selecting a code that produces minimum sidelobes and
maximum peak magnitude, Said code comprising a

and fourth decode row vectors of Said decode matrix.
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transmit vector and a decode vector;

Squaring Said transmit vector on an element by element
basis,

concatenating Said first Orthogonal Subcode with the
Square of Said transmit vector to form said code matrix;

decode matrix;

concatenating said Second orthogonal Subcode with said
17. The system as recited in claim 10, wherein said code
and decode matrices are derivable by the following Steps:
Selecting first and Second orthogonal Subcodes;
Selecting a complementary code that produces Zero Side
lobes and maximal peak magnitude, Said complemen
tary code comprising first and Second complementary
transmit code row vectors and first and Second comple
mentary decode row vectors,
Square rooting Said first complementary transmit code row
vector on an element by element basis,
concatenating Said first Orthogonal Subcode with the
Square root of Said first complementary transmit code
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code row vector to form third and fourth row vectors of

decode matrix;
50

55

21. The system as recited in claim 10, wherein said code
and decode matrices are derivable by the following Steps:
constructing a precursor code matrix and a precursor
decode matrix; and

transforming Said precursor code matrix and Said precur

Second decode row vectors of Said decode matrix, and

Sor decode matrix to form Said code matrix and Said
60

and fourth decode row vectors of Said decode matrix.

18. The system as recited in claim 10, wherein said code
and decode matrices are derivable by the following Steps:
Selecting first and Second orthogonal Subcodes;
Selecting a complementary code that produces Zero Side
lobes and maximal peak magnitude, Said complemen

row vector of Said code matrix; and

Squaring Said Second complementary transmit code row
Vector on an element by element basis to form a Second
row vector of Said code matrix.

concatenating Said Second orthogonal Subcode with Said
first complementary decode row vector to form first and
concatenating Said Second orthogonal Subcode with Said
Second complementary decode row vector to form third

20. The system as recited in claim 10, wherein said code
and decode matrices are derivable by the following Steps:
Selecting a complementary code that produces Zero Side
lobes and maximal peak magnitude, Said complemen
tary code comprising first and Second complementary
transmit code row vectors and first and Second comple
mentary decode row vectors, Said first and Second
complementary decode row vectors forming Said
Squaring Said first complementary transmit code row
Vector on an element by element basis to form a first

row vector to form first and second row vectors of said

Said code matrix;

row vector of Said code matrix; and

Square rooting Said Second complementary transmit code
row vector on an element by element basis to form a
Second row vector of Said code matrix.

code matrix;

Square rooting Said Second complementary transmit code
row vector on an element by element basis,
concatenating Said first Orthogonal Subcode with the
Square root of Said Second complementary transmit

19. The system as recited in claim 10, wherein said code
and decode matrices are derivable by the following Steps:
Selecting a complementary code that produces Zero Side
lobes and maximal peak magnitude, Said complemen
tary code comprising first and Second complementary
transmit code row vectors and first and Second comple
mentary decode row vectors, Said first and Second
complementary decode row vectors forming Said
Square rooting Said first complementary transmit code row
vector on an element by element basis to form a first

and
decode vector to form said decode matrix.

row vector to form third and fourth row vectors of Said

code matrix;
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decode matrix respectively.
22. The System as recited in claim 21, wherein Said
transforming Step comprises the Step of mirror time revers
ing the elements of each vector of Said precursor code matrix
and Said precursor decode matrix.
23. The system as recited in claim 21, wherein said
transforming Step comprises the Step of phase rotating Said
precursor code matrix and Said precursor decode matrix.
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transforming said (sub)harmonic term code matrix and
Said (sub)harmonic decode matrix to form a trans

24. The System as recited in claim 21, wherein Said

transforming step is given by Eq. (16).

25. A transmission and reception System comprising a
transmitter programmed to transmit coded wavelets derived
from respective convolutions of a base wavelet having a
fundamental frequency with respective transmit codes of
length N>1 of a code matrix, and a receiver programmed to
filter receive Signals using respective receive codes of length
N of a decode matrix, Said code and decode matrices having
a property of canceling a fundamental frequency component

formed code matrix and a transformed decode matrix

respectively; and
deriving Said code matrix from Said transformed code
matrix and Setting Said decode matrix equal to Said
transformed decode matrix.

29. The method as recited in claim 26, wherein said code

and decode matrices are derivable by the following Steps:

constructing a (sub)harmonic term code matrix and a
(sub)harmonic decode matrix producing a decoded
Signal having an optimally compressed (sub)harmonic

in Said receive signals and optimally compressing a (sub)

harmonic frequency component in Said receive signals.
26. A method of operating a transmission and reception
System, comprising the Steps of
deriving a plurality of coded transmit Sequences from
respective convolutions of a base Sequence with respec
tive transmit codes of length N>1 of a code matrix;
Storing Said coded transmit Sequences in Said System;
deriving a plurality of Sets of decode filter coefficients
from respective receive codes of length N of a decode

Signal component; and
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code matrix and Setting Said decode matrix equal to

Said (sub)harmonic decode matrix.
30. The method as recited in claim 27, wherein said

transforming Step comprises the Step of mirror time revers
ing the elements of each vector of Said precursor code matrix
and Said precursor decode matrix.

matrix;

Storing Said decode filter coefficient Sets in Said System;
transmitting respective coded wavelets generated from
Said respective coded transmit Sequences, Said coded
wavelets being centered at a fundamental frequency
and being transmitted in Successive respective trans

31. The method as recited in claim 27, wherein said
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a signal receiver for receiving first through M-th receive
Signals Subsequent to Said first through M-th transmis
Sions respectively, each of Said first through M-th
receive Signals having a bandwidth which encompasses
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quency thereof;
a filter for correlating said first through M-th receive
signals with receive codes of length N which form a
decode matrix to form first through M-th filtered sig
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means for vector Summing said first through M-th filtered
Signals to produce a decoded signal,
wherein Said code and decode matrices are designed So

nals, and

decode matrix; and

transforming Said precursor code matrix and Said precur
Sor decode matrix to form Said code matrix and Said

decode matrix respectively.
28. The method as recited in claim 26, wherein said code

and decode matrices are derivable by the following Steps:

constructing a (Sub)harmonic term code matrix and a
(sub)harmonic decode matrix producing a decoded
Signal having an optimally compressed (Sub)harmonic
Signal component;

form a code matrix;

Said fundamental frequency and a (sub)harmonic fre

27. The method as recited in claim 26, wherein said code

and decode matrices are derivable by the following Steps:
constructing a precursor code matrix and a precursor

32. The method as recited in claim 27, wherein said

33. A System for transmitting and receiving Signals,
comprising:
a Signal transmitter for transmitting first through M-th
coded wavelets having a bandwidth centered at a
fundamental frequency during first through M-th
transmissions, where Me2, said first through M-th
coded wavelets being respectively derived by coding a
base wavelet with transmit codes of length N>1 which

that said decoded signal has a (sub)harmonic signal

component with improved range resolution and detec
tion magnitude as compared to the case when transmit
codes of length N=1 and So that Said decoded signal has
Substantially no linear Signal component.

transforming Step comprises the Step of phase rotating Said
precursor code matrix and Said precursor decode matrix.

transforming step is given by Eq. (16).

missions,

receiving respective receive signals derived from the
respective transmitted coded wavelets after their propa
gation through a Scattering medium;
filtering the respective received Signals using Said respec
tive decode filter coefficient sets to form respective
filtered signals, and
Vector Summing Said filtered signals to form a decoded
Signal,
wherein Said code and decode matrices are designed So

deriving said code matrix from said (sub)harmonic term
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that said decoded signal has a (sub)harmonic signal

component with improved range resolution and detec
tion magnitude as compared to the case when transmit
codes of length N=1 and So that Said decoded signal has
Substantially no linear Signal component.
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